Congratulations to the Sarah K. Wood Award for Outstanding Staff Performance nominees!
Nominees are Patrice Ayers, Chris Cahill, Debbie Flynn, Roberta Gianfortoni, David Havelick, Barbara Heil, Chris Helmuth, Anne Occhipinti, Molly Pretorius Holme, Laura Ruggiero, Elizabeth Solomon, Barbara Zuckerman.
The recipient will be announced in the coming weeks.

Better communication, less violence
Steven Hafner, SD '18, is constantly asking the question “why?” And at the School, he’s directing that question to the issue of violence against Native American women.

Malaria parasite's essential doorway into red blood cells illuminated
Researchers have identified a protein on the surface of human red blood cells that serves as an essential entry point for invasion by the malaria parasite — opening up a promising avenue for treatment and prevention.
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Event Highlights

Alice Hamilton Lecture: A Female Researcher Exploring the Male Prostate
Lorelei Mucci, associate professor of epidemiology
May 11
3:30–5:00 PM
Kresge G2

Innovations in Fighting the Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children in the U.S.
Anne Stetson, senior fellow and visiting scientist, FXB Center
May 13
12:30–1:30 PM
FXB 710

Telehealth: How New Technologies Are Transforming Health Care
Watch live Forum webcast
May 15
12:30–1:30 PM

Senior Leader Administrative Forum Breakfast
Topic: Curriculum changes.
Hosted by Michael Kan with guest speaker Nancy Turnbull
May 18
9:00–10:30 AM
Kresge 110

Marvin Zelen Memorial & Leadership Award
The Zelen award lecture will be presented by Nan Laird.
May 22
Award Lecture: 1:00 PM
Memorial: 2:30 PM
Amphitheater, Joseph B. Martin Conference Center, HMS
Reception follows in Sebastian’s
Banner day
Watch a time-lapse video showing the hanging of new outdoor banners reflecting the School's new name.

Why Public Health? Charles Upton
In the latest installment of our video series, Charles Upton, MPH ’15, discusses how his interest in injury prevention led him to Harvard Chan.

School community gathers to remember Freddie Gray
On May 1, the School community gathered for a moment of silence in honor of Freddie Gray, a 25-year-old black man who died on April 19 while in police custody.

Time to do self-evaluations in ePerformance
All stages of the performance assessment process must be completed by May 29. Click the link above for tips and the dates of training sessions for staff and managers.

Traveling internationally? Log your trip on the Harvard Travel Registry
Providing your itinerary and contact information enables the University to communicate with you and provide medical and security assistance, if needed. The website also offers country-specific security guides.

In the news
Clean air and health benefits of clean power plan hinge on key policy decisions
Screening tool helps identify sexually exploited children
Health in communities may not suffer after hospital closings
‘Overkill’ in medical care
Binge drinking linked with higher heart attack risk
Report: Psychologists’ association worked with CIA to justify torture
Federal government calls for lowering fluoride levels in drinking water
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Quick links:
Kiosk issue archive | School home page
Latest news coverage | Event calendar
Download our app for iPhone | Download Harvard Public Health magazine for e-reader
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